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EXAMINATIONS

MANY ALUMNAE
RETURN

BEGIN

FOUNDERS DAY

ON THURSDAY

Vol. XL

No. 22
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DR. J. L. JARMAN

Dr. Smithey Speaker
Of Evening Program

Alma Mater Begins
The Day's Program

The Theme of Talk is "The Teacher
In The Modern
School

Gifts Arc Presented By Student Organizations Here And
Alumnae

Very fittingly did the Porty-Sev
enth Anniversary of the founding of
bur Alma Mater come to a close Saturday evening, March 7. with the
program in the auditorium and the
reception, given by the Senior Class
which followed.
At eight o'clock, following the invocation by Rev. J. A. Redhead. Jr..
Miss Irene Leake sank two selections.
Mrs. James Graham, an alumna.
presented the Portia Lee Morrison
Memorial, a shelf of books in behalf of the girls of S. T. C, who were
here between the years 1838-1904. In
presenting the memorial Mrs. Graham spoke of the wonderful personality and influence of Mrs. Morrison,
her loyalty to duty and great love of
boks which characterized her splendid life. Dr. Jarman accepted the
memorial in behalf of the College.
Dr. W. R. Smithey, who for a number of years has been prominent in
educational work in the state and is
now a member of the English Department of the University, was the
speaker of the evening. Dr. Jarman.
in introducing Dr. Smithey. presented
him as the nephew of "our Miss
Smithey."
Dr. Smithey spoke of the progress
State Education has made in its sixty years of existence since Dr. Ruffner, our first president, became the
first superintendent in 1870. He attributed to our college the distinction of being the "mother of teacher
training," a pattern and challenge to
other schools of the state and nation.
Then to our Dr. Jarman he paid the
tribute that this growth and develop(Continued on page 4)

"All hail. Alma Mater!" was sung
by alumnae, faculty, present students
and visitors as they gathered in the
Farmville State Teachers College auditorium. Saturday morning at ten
o'clock for the first feature of the
program for the day. To the strains
of the Alma Mater, the 1931 seniors
marched in.
Miss Wilhelmina London welcomed
the alumnae. "We are always happy
to have you with us." she said.
Following this, was the presentation of gifts by student organizations. The beauty of the blue velvet
curtain, with the vase of pink flowers on the piano adding a lovely
touch, was brought anew to the attention of the audience as two girls
represented different types of peoples
and ended their act by telling «he
new curtains were given by the dramatic club.
The old days of the gold rush and
wash days were brought back as the
Freshman Class featured a scene in
a western camp. The first gold which
they found was given to their beloved
Mr. Mcllwaine, (Dr. Jarman) who
had given up a grand government
position to help them and who had
encouraged them so much.
A chorus of girls in black and
white costumes, with stalls and notes
on the skirts, sang a silent song and
presented their baton to Dr. Jarman
from the Choral Club.
The black mammy who made a
swet potato pie and presented it,
represented the Eastern Shore Club.
A dancing couple from the Cotillion brought a gift.
Continued on page three

Annual Alumnae
Business Meeting
Held on Mar. 7

Boston Male Choir
Renders a Very
Fine Program

President of S. T. C.—who was the center of the Spirit of the 47th Founders Day. March

7, 1931
Miss Wilhelmina London, president
called to order the annual meeting
at 3 p. m.. March 7, in the Student
Building auditorium. Special greetings were extended to all alumnae,
especially to those of the reunion
classes of 1891. 1901. 1911 and 1921.
Chapter representatives were greeted, and special greetings were heard
from th Lynchburg chapter.
The
minutes, treasurer's report, and annual report of the activities of the
Association of Alumnae were all read
by the secretary and accepetd by the
Association.
Miss Carrie Brown Taliaferro,
chairman of local alumni chapters,
reported plans for the organization
of new chapters in the spring. She
stressed as local chapter objectives
the maintaining of scholarship or
loan funds and the interesting of
I high school graduates in coming to
. Farmville. Dr. Jarman spoke seriousi ly along that line and urged it as a
' point of pride and love for the Alma
i Mater rather than for the desire of
isuch a large student body as would
tend to make the college become institutional.
Mrs. Montague spoke of the history
and management of the Lynchburg
Chapter Loan Fund. After discus(Continued on page 5)

S. T. C. TEAM WINS
4
OVER WAYNEBURG
Tuesday night. March 3, a most
entertaining debate was held in the
big auditorium between Wanesburg
College, Pennsylvania, and S. T. C.
Those present were delighted with
the argument presented by both sides.
Mr. Farrell and Mr. Pherson of Waynesburg almost but not quite took the
decision from Mabel Barksdale and
•Rip" Johnson, as was decided by
the critic judge, Mr. Hart, of Hapden-Sdney. Mr. Hart's criticisms of
the debate added much to the evening's enjoyment.
The tariff question is the debate
subject for the year. There are to be
many more debates in the auditorium
this year and the Debate Club extends a cordial invitation to the members of the faculty, and student body
to attend these debates.

ROLLER SKATING
BECOMES FAD
Roller skating, popular high school
sport, is becoming a fad among the
local collegians. Led by Johnny Geohegan, a group of students were seen
rolling over the streets of Raleigh
this week.—Technician.

FLAG OFFERED
The Brat' Proved HISTORIC
AS AWARD AT YORKTOWN
York town- -A flag carried by troop:
A Big Success on than
won the prize in the military
at the Yorktown CenTuesday Even'g demonstration
tennial in 1881 has been offered the

"The Brat", one of the most remarable performances of the year,
was given Tuesday night. The Woman's Club presented "The Brat" in
the college auditorium for the benefit
of the Red Cross. Miss Leola Wheeler,
director of dramatics at S. T. C
also directed this play; her work
merits much credit.
Mrs. Walter Putney, who has been
starred many times in the college
plays, gave a splendid characterization of "The Brat". Eddie Bell of H.
S. C, was splendid as the black sheep
of the family, who finally proved
himself to be the finest of them all.
From the performance one could
easily imagine Dr. Walmsley as a
pious, wine-drinking bishop instead
of the all-exacting government professor.
In fact, every character was well
chosen, and equally as well acted.
The large crowd both of college stui Continued on page 5)

United states Sesquicentennlal Commission for use in the celebration
next fall.
II. L. Sohnker, ol Bpottsylvania,
has written to the commission offering to obtain the banner, which was
carried by his uncle. Sergt. H. G. F.
Lowe, Company C, New Jersey National Guard, ad judged the best
dressed military body in the centennial parade. At present the flag, together with a medal presented the
company, is deposited in B Hackensack. N. J.. museum. The Virginian
Pilot.

MISS TALIAFERRO IS
ALUMNAE PRESIDENT
Miss Carrie Brown Taliaferro was
elected president of the Alumnae Association of Farmville.

Wednesday night. March 4. the
Boston Male Choir made its third appearance in Farmville and gave one
of the most enjoyable programs of
the year. The choir was ably assisted
by Miss Yvonne Des Rosiers, soprano
and by Mr. Reginald Boardman. pi
anist.
The auditorium was filled and the
audience showed its appreciation by
the many encores it called for. The
program of the evening was as follows:
March of the Men of Harleck
Welch Folk SOUK
To a Wild Rose
McDowell
Invictus
Huhn
The Choir
Vittoria, Vittoria
Carissim:
Mr. D'Alcssandro
The Red Sarafan
Russian Song
Wreck of Julie Plante
O'Hara
Solo by Mr. Laite
The Choir
Nymphs and Fauns
Bemberg
The Answer
Terry
Canzonetta
Loewe
The Catbird
Clokey
Miss DesRosiers
The Soldier's Chorus
Gounod
Serenade
Schubert
Solo by Mr. Conley
The Mascot of the Troop .... Herbert
(Continued on page 4)
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hard on Dr. Jarman having to shake
hands with people everyday all day
long. Why, he really was tired Saturday night, but he was happy I
know. He ought to be proud—just
look at the four thousand, and us—
the cream of the crop. (Hope no dignified alumna hears me say that.)
Wonder where Virginia Ellis got
this food, rather good I'd say—or
was it Beth Brockenbrough? Anyway, thanks to them.
They really
know how to win a school girl's
heart. Food—life!
Founder's day, the beginning of the
end that marks a new beginning. I
can't realize the Seniors will soon be
no Seniors, but alumnae and I will
be—oh. I wonder? Have I really that
much sense? Don't answer I might
feel bad.
You know, though, I'm glad it's all
over, stunts and what not—such a
really good food. I offer my congratubusy day, so many people, and—well,
lations to the classes and the clubs—
I drink to their success!
I can't wait to be an alumnae and
come back. Why I heard an old girl
say this was her eighth Founders
Day here at school. Four years in
and four years out. Wonder where
we'll be in four years- Teachers—I
wonder?
But girls! There is not greater profession than to be teachers for men
live to learn. And think how broad
the field. But remember, you must be
careful for your example may be
copied in miniature. Such wisodm.
Oh. Solomon, your seat of greatness
is being usurped.
Come girls, to the killing, another
bird to pick. And here's a cheer for
Founders Day—any many more!

ON SITTING ON TABLES
To sit on a table is said to be bad
luck. Don't tell me, I know it. Why,
just the other day. I sat upon a table
in the hall, and to my great embarrassment was asked off. I was served
rightly for that is a most undignified
thing to do, and gives a bad impression.
We don't sleep on sofas, or drink
from pitchers; at least, not often—
Dr. .human, To You
so why sit on tables where there are
chairs? I guess we don't think. I
didn't. But from now on I shall. So
"Rut others fell into good ground, and brought forth fruit, dears, take my sincere advice, don't
sit on tables—it really is hard luck.

some a hundred-fold, some sixty-fold, some thirty-fold."
—Matthew 13:8

We have grown, as a seed upon good ground, from a small
seminary into a great college. Where the reign of love and the
sun of knowledge fall, great work is done. We marvel at the
number—four thousand "seed", now planted in other soil bringing forth more fruit. And, as each year passes, still other seed
are planted to bring forth still more of knowledge that means
cooperation, understanding lervice.
The spirit of our Alma
Mater, the air that keeps fresh the fruit.
To bear a bountiful harvest, the ground must be rich. Our
ground is rich! Rich with the never failing faith, and love and
labor of lour great men—Presidents W. H. Ruffner, J. A. Cunningham, Robert Frazier, and J. L. Jarman. They have ploughed the field and sown the seed at each time of planting. At first
the harvest was small—but slowly it has grown until, Dr. Jarman, you reap a great harvest with the promise of a greater.
Each Founders Day but marks a step in the progress of our
school; the turning of a deeeper furrow in our hearts to receive the seed and give it greater life.

- o

THREE YEARS AGO
TODAY
Farmville defeated Fredericksburg
in a hard fought basketball game
with a score of 31-19.
The Association of Virginia Registrars, with Miss Jennie M. Tabb as
president, held an important meeting at S. T. C.
Dr. Diehl, in an address to Pi Kappa Omega, pointed out that scholarship, with service should be encourage in every college by recognition from honor societies.
The Senior class entertained all
the visiting alumnae who had supported the red and white while students at S. T. C.

Elizabeth Woodson and Frances
Morgan upheld the negative side of
the question, 'Resolved: That the
United States should not intervene
We join in one acocrd to praise: the spirit of our Alma Mater, by force in the affairs of the Latinthe faith that gave her life, the harvests that are sown and American countries," in a debate with
Bridgewater College. The decision
reaped, the seedlings yet uncovered. And to you, Dr. Jarman. rendered was 2-1 in favor of the negative.
our hearts go out as one.

State Teachers College
Farmville. Va., March 9. 1931
My dear girls:
We had this year the best Found' ers Day we have ever had and. one
1
reason for this is that we had an unusually large number of the alumnae
with us; Founders Day is getting to
be more and more an alumnae day.
A number of you who could not
be with us were thoughtful enough to
send telegrams or letters, letting us
know that you were thinking of us—
that was the next best thing to coming.
We were delighted to se all who
were here, and we had representatives from some of the early classes
who had not visited us since their
graduation.
We know all of you are busy, but
there is one thing we want you to do
for your Alma Mater: we find that
the colleges of the State are working
through their alumnae for students
and if ours do not show an active interest along this line we fear their
attitude will be misconstrued as indifference. We know you are interested and, therefore, we wish others
to know it also; we want you to get to
work and turn in this direction the
strong graduates of the high schools
in your comunity.
To those who were with us, we say:
come again. To those who could not
be here, we say: begin right now
palnning to come next March.
With best wishes to all of you,
Yours very truly.
J. L. JARMAN. President

NEWS NOTES ABOUT
FORMER TEACHERS
Miss Alma Browning, our sixth
grade supervisor, is now teaching in
East Carolina State Teachers College, Greenville, N. C.
Miss Jeannette Edwards, our kindergarten teacher is now Mrs. Arnold
Rattray. and lives at East Hampton,
Long Island, N. Y. She is still writing
for our magazines and newspapers.
Miss Mabel Culkin. kindergarten
supervisor, is at Duluth, Minn.
Miss Elsie Gwynn. of our faculty
is now Mrs. C. C. Curtis. Her husband
is a member of the science faculty of
Columbia Universty. Their address is
195 Claremont Ave., New York City.
Miss Florence Iselin is teaching in
Natchez, Miss.
Mr. E. Merritt Lear, head of our
history department and Miss Rachel
Robinson, our second grade supervisor, have married. He is now teaching economics in the University of
North Carolina. Chapel Hill. N. C.
They, and their little girl, spent
Founders Day with us.
Miss Florence Meyer, our physical
education teacher Is now teaching in
Yonkers, New York, 15 Cedar Place
is her address.
Miss Christine Munoz, head of our
music department, is now supervisor
of music in Alexandria, Va.
Miss Ellen G. Perkinson who preceded Miss Munoz as our teacher of
music is now teaching written English in the high schools of Minneapolis, Minn. Her address is 3021 Park
Ave.
Miss Nan Powell of our English department went to Willian and Mary
as dean of women. There she met Dr.
Hodges, dean of men, and is now Mrs.
Hodges.
Miss Florence Rohr. our sixth
grade supervisor is now living at 110
Momingside Drive. New York City.
She is making a great financial success of her apartments there.
Miss Mamie Rohr, her sister and
also at one time our sixth grade supervisor is living in Lynchburg, Va.
She has a very successful busmess
manufacturing small leather articles
from the finest grades of imported
leathers.
Miss Helen May Turner, head of
our department of music last year,
is now doing advanced work in her
chosen subject at Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York City.
Miss Pauline Williamson, our fifth
grade supervisor is now with the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. She
has charge of the children's department and is having great success.

OUR JOAN
Chapu gave life
To our Joan
As last he touched her
By the hand—
But I found something
In her face
Resembling an angelic grace
As I passed by
Her resting place
On Founders Day.
V. L.

OH, MYSELF TO SEE
O would there were some kindred
soul
To step within my destined role
And let me take the outer place
And read the story in my face.
Perhaps then I would better be,
And learn to live more peacefully
And take the days just as they come
And not to worry with the sum.
Oh, life is not so heard to bear;
We hurry so from here to there—
We rush through things that mean
the most
And idle things we drink and toast.
So could I be another man.
Or else a fly. or grain of sand.
And see myself as others see
A really better man I'd be.
L. M.. '32

DISILLUSION
I came to you with all my heart and
soul;
I believed in you—faith in my hold—
I worshipped you. and hope's bright
flowering
Led me on to gaze again, but so deceiving
You hushed my song, and In my heart
faith trembled.
My dreams like fading butterflies
fell to earth dissembled;
And you exultant smiled with this
finality,
But I gazed again—the emptiness of
your reality.
E. B.. '34

A MIRACLE
An ugly bulb,
A few dirty rocks.
In a clear glass bowl
In a window.
Sunshine, rain.
Fresh morning dew;
Moonlight,
Streams of silver.
Dawn,
A slender shoot of green;
White curling roots
In crystal water.
A pure white flower
Kissed with sunbeams;
Delicate petals
Round a cup of pallid yellow;
Fragrant perfume.
Beauty unadorned—
Who would have thought
That such a miracle
Could come from
An ugly bulb,
A few dirty rocks.
In a clear glass bowl
In a window.
L. M., '32

j

i

THE BEGINNING
The mother's heart speaks most of
love
In it is the beginning.
And from its roots of faith and life
A flower fair is springing.

i

32

Our Alma Mater speaks of love
In it is the beginning,
Of service, knowledge, trust and hope,
And flowers fair, still springing.
L. M., '32
Her address is National Arts Club,
Gramercy aPrk, New York City.
Dr. W. F. Tidyman, head of our
education department is now doing
the same work in the State Teachers
College, Fresno, Calif.

vr
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Mrs. P. L. Morrison
Former Head of
Home Honored

MRS. P. L. MORRISON

-4

Memorial Taking Form of Collection
of Books For Library
Is Given

1

At the meeting of the Association
of Alumnae in June. 125. Mrs. Mary
Ratcliffe Chenery, moved that the
alumnae should in some suitable way
honor the memory of Mrs. Portia Lee
Morrison, who was from 1887 to 1904
Head of the Home in every sense of
the term. Those who were in school
during the administration of Mrs.
Morrison welcomed the opportunity
to pay a tribute of affection and gratitude to her for her unselfish, untiring, wise and loving devotion to their
welfare and happiness and this sometimes included a bit of match-making. Mrs. Chenery was appointed the
chairman of a committee, composed
of Miss Minnie Rice. Miss Nelly Preston, Mrs. Genevieve V. Holladay, Mrs.
Lucy Boswell Montague and Miss
Carrie Sutherlin, to decide upon a
plan and to carry it to completion
The memorial has taken the form
of a collection of books for Miss Morrison's greatest pleasure was to read
and study, and to share knowledge
and appreciation of books with the
students, faculty and friends in town,
including a Bible class of young men.
There are in it works of fiction, of poetry, of biography, books of religious nature and translations of
books which Mrs. Morrison read in
the original language. The selection
has been made in accordance with
suggestions received from many who
were members of the reading groups
that met in her sitting room.
The
books will be given a special place in
the library with an appropriate memorial plate for the shelves, and a
book-plate of original design for each
volume.
Mrs. Morrison was the daughter of
Dr. J. M. P. Atkinson, one of the
presidents of Hampden-Sydney College, and she spent many years in
that community and had many warm
friends among the people of "The
Hill." She had one son, James Alferd Morrison, who died before she
did. but not before his literary talent had produced several books, one
of which "A Dictionary of Biography
of Hampden-Sydney College." has
been secured for the memorial.
Others will be added.
Some comments from friends of the
past reveal Mrs. Morrison's influence.
"It seems only a few days instead of
years, since we went into her room
for evening prayers before we dispersed for study hour. I wonder if the
girls of the present will have as tender, sweet memories of Farmville
days as we 'girls' of the nineties will
always have!" "The main impression
that the readings made upon me was
of a cultured home-likeness—of refinement." "She was alive to all that
was best in the new while loving and
cherishing the old." "Such a gracious
lovely person she was!" The Virginian of 1903 has this insciption: "To
the brave woman who for nearly fifteen years has stood faithfully by
the school in the face of dangers and
discouragments that would have
made a soul less true fallen; to her
who has thrown heart and soul into
fulfilling nobly and well the double
trust imposed upon her by the State
and by the mother of Virginia, is thia
Annual lovingly dedicated in grate*
ful appreciation of the love, the symptahy, the help, the tenderness, the
constant inspiration to higher aims
and truer ideals, which have been
given us at all times by that true woman—Mrs. Portia Lee Morrison."

ROCKNE WILL HAVE TO
STUDY LANGUAGES
Rockne will have to take a few
courses in foreign languages if he
is planning to coach the Notre Dame
backfleld next year. Here is his combination: Hanley is Irish, Schwartz
is Jewish, Lukats is a Greek, and Vejar is a Mexican.—Technician,

Miss Catherine M.
Anderson Is Oldest
Farmville Graduate

tMISS C. AX PERSON
»

<

Graduated in Second Cla^s Bent Out
From This
School
Miss Catherine Maria Anderson,
was eighty-five years old on January
4, 1931. Most of her long life has
been spent in Lynchburg. Virginia,
but she was born in Wiscasset, in the
southern part of Maine. After the
death of her father she moved with
her mother to Brooklyn. Her mother
died when she was ten years old and
she traveled again southward, to
Washington. D. C. She was first a
pupil, then a teacher in a boarding
school near Bladensburg, not far
from Washington. A very dear schoolmate. Miss Marie Peyton, married
Mr. Stratton of Lynchburg, and died
while her children were quite young.
Miss
Anderson was their foster moth4
J
I er until Mr. Stratton's second maro
riage, and then she entered Farmville "to learn the new methods of
teaching." She graduated in 1886, a
member of the second class sent out
from the school, and taught
in
Continued from page one
Lynchburg and in Campbell County.
Dr. RufTner was the president of
A tableau of maidens in white
the Normal Schools at that time and
robes, one of whom held the golden
lived across the street from the Main
fleece, was given by the honor socibuilding. From this vantage point he
eties.
could keep an eye upon the conduct
With exclamations and ejacula- of the students.
One morning at
tions, four debate club girls arrived chapel he remarked that he noticed
on the S. T. C. stage in time for a light in one room every night after
j Founders Day and in time to present the bell had rung. Investigation showI what money they had left from their j ed that the light came from an open
, trip.
i fire and the curtains at the window
A sultan, in all his majesty and 'were of very thin material. Evidently
I glory, demanded that the young man ; the opening of windows at night was
! who sought the hand of his daughter not a general practice.
j should first find eight beautiful girls
There were other differences bewho should bring eight trays laden tween those early days and the preswith jewels. To his surprise in a short ent. There were fifty day pupils. One
time eight maidens with eight trays of the boarders remarked that she
of jewels appeared. But the young did not see how the cook (and cook
man had something even more won- was Philip!) got hot biscuits enough
derful—a magic lamp. This Aladdin ! for as many as sat at our tables. Hot
lamp was given by the Princess to Dr. : biscuits have remained an instituJarman from the Sophomore Class. tion until this day.
The flowers of Latin, Spanish and
Mrs. RufTner would help to nurse
French Club were presented by the the sick students and their daughter,
girls of each club.
Miss Annie had charge of Dr. RufWhen the blue curtains parted fner's classes when he would be abagain, it was early dawn. Aurora was sent from the school so the conduct
there in her golden chariot drawn by of the school was rather a family
six maidens. The goddess, president affair.
Miss Anderson has not visited her
of the Junior Class, gave her treasAlma
Mater for many years. It is
ure box to Dr. Jarman.
hoped
that the new road making
A tennis match, ending in the
whole audience singing "Onward, travel easy between Lynchburg and
Farmville". was the stunt of the Ath- Farmville may make it possible for
her to see the almost unbelievable
letic Association.
Children played with blocks and changes that time has wrought.
under the direction of their teacher
spelled words. The words were "We
Love Jarman." The audience again
rose, and sang "We Love You, Dr.
Jarman." The children who played
were Y. W. C. A. girls.
A girl sitting on a log in the forest
composed a poem and read it. She
represented the Literary Societies.
Rufiher and Cunningham.
Notice of marriage sometimes
The story of the hen who laid a reaches the Alumnae Office by the
golden egg was reproduced by the direct method of invitation or anPrimary Council, which presented the nouncement while others follow the
hen to Dr. Jarman.
indirect method of passage from
As Adele Hutchinson told the story friend to friend. Some of the marof the development of Farmville State riages in the list have occurred since
Teachers College from 1884 to 1931, March 7. 1930. others earlier but the
girls dressed in green and white cos- news has only recently been received.
tumes representing the clothes worn
Annette Anderson. Mrs. Jesse W
in the long span of years came across Ryals, Rocky Mount, N. C.
the stage and stood on the steps of a
Annie Belle Anderson, Mrs. G. C.
green and white raised platform. The Duncan, Jr., Box 151, Jalong, N. C.
president of the Senior Class in a
Catherine Armstrong. Mrs. Joel
white cap and gown stood in the cen- Watkins, Jr.
ter of this. This Senior Class presenClaudia Anderson, Mrs. E. F. Lietation was the last of the student brecht. Washington, D. C.
ones.
Nellie M. Baber, Mrs. J. W. Pierce.
Greetings from various alumnae 510 East Union Street, Wytheville, Va.
Agnes Baptist, Mrs. E. C. Hamblan. \
chapters were given.
University, Va.
Dr. J. L. Jarman responded to the
Evelyn Beckham, Mrs. W. L. Broad- j
gifts given. He said that he had eatdus, Hopewell, Va.
en potato pies, raised chickens, sung
Dorothy Boisseau, Mrs. L. O. Cole- \
the silent song, etc., but had never as
man, Ford, Va.
in these particular cases appreciated
Kathryn Boon, Mrs. H. A. Hurst, i
their value.
Pulaski, Va.
With the song, "There is in Old
Frances Brightwell, Mrs. Robert:
Virginia a Place We Love To Be" the Vaughan, Franklin, Va.
morning program was concluded.
Continued on page 4

Alma Mater' Begins
The Day's Program

Notices of Many
Marriages Reach
Alumnae Office

Changes of Address
of Former Students
Difficult to Keep
Many Undelivered Letters Are
turned to The Secretary
Each Year

In Class of 1886

Alumnae Chapters
Bring Greetings
An exceedingly young chapter,
Boykins, Va.. organized Feb. 26,
1931, was represented by Miss Elizabeth Hurt, who brought greetings
and a check.
In the summer of 1930. Miss
Martha Coulling and Miss Ottie
Craddock were hostesses to the
Bristol alumnae at a tea in the home
of Miss Margaret Ferguson. A large
number was present and the spirit
of loyalty to Farmville S. T. C. was
very evident.
Miss Susie Reams was the "messenger of good will" from the Dinwiddie chapter and the bearer of a
check.
The Farmville chapter .through its
president, Mrs. Southall Farrar, contributed a generous sum to the Student Building Fund. The chapter
this year, as usual, is lending money
to a student.
Mrs. Lucy Boswell
Montague
brought a message and a check from
the Lynchburg chapter and gave
some interesting reminiscences of
the early days of the college, then
the State Female Normal School.
For several years this chapter has
supported a student here through a
loan fund or scholarship.
On March 5. the Alumnae Chapter and the Lions Club of Lynchburg gave a delightful banquet in
honor of Dr. Jarman. Miss Wilhelmina London, president of the Association of Alumnae, Mr. Robert K.
Brock, District Governor of Lions
Clubs, Mr. H. H. Harris, member of
the State Board of Eudcation, and
Miss Jennie Tabb were special guests
of the occasion.
The largest local branch is named
the Peninsula Chapter. Miss Lucille
Logan is the newly elected president.
There are five vice-presidents: Newport News. Miss Eunice Bassett;
Hampton. Miss Katherine Bully;
York County, Miss Bertha Hunt;
Warwick County, Mrs. Guy Via;
Williamsburg, Miss Inger Scheie.
The other officers are Miss Elsie
Wilson, of Newport News, secretary,
and Miss Lyla Colonna, of Hampton,
treasurer. Miss Wilson was the delegate to Farmville. Miss Bessie Barclay is an honorary member of the
chapter. The plans include the establishment of a loan fund for a student at Farmville, and a social meeting in the spring.
The Roanoke Chapter, through
its president. Miss Eleanor McCormick, sent a telegram of love and
good wishes, with the news of $100
expended on the education of a student now in our college.
Miss Virginia Ellis, secretary of
the Staunton Chapter, sent a telegram of greeting, and followed it in
person, so was present at the evening exercises.
The organization of new chapters
has been started In some places, and
it is possible that New York and
Florida may be added to the list.

Re-

In these days of rapid transit it is
exceedingly difficult to keep up with
the changes in the addresses of our
former students. Many undelivered
letters are returned each year, and
the following list is made from the
addn
iph plates which are now
incorrect. Anyone receiving this paper
will render a Bervice to the association if you will send to the secretary
any present address which you are
able to supply.
Mary A. Addington, Mrs. Harold
C. Leonard; Rosa Allen, Mrs. Nathan Womack; Charlotte K. Anderson. Mrs. Charlotte Eaton; Maud Anderson. Mrs. F. L. Soyars; Marguerite
Archambault. Mrs. C. A. Chenery;
Alice Atkinson, Mrs. Louis Santo;
Virginia Atkinson; Dolly M. Baker,
Mrs. Alexander Harrell; Florence Ray
Barr, Mrs. L. B. Phillips; Selma Batten, Mrs. George Miller; Mary Bell;
Ruby Berry. Mrs. Daniel Hines; Mary
Louise Berryman; Archie Blair, Mrs.
L. Cook Campbell, Mary Blanchard,
Mrs. A. Allen Brown; May Blankenship. Mrs. H. M. Woods; S. Jean
Boatwright. Mrs. Clem Goodman;
Vivian Biosseau. Mrs. D. P. Wright;
Addie Lee Boomer; Laura Boyd Boteler; Virgina E. Bracy; Nina B.
Breckenridge; Lorah Brewer; Clarrene Augusta Brite; Audrey Estelle
Brlttlngham; Lucy Brooke, Mrs. Louis Jennings; Million Brooke, Mrs. M.
B. Somerville; Elsie B. Brooks; Belle
Brosius. Mrs. P. H. Wisman; Margaret E. Brown; Kathleen Brooking.
Mrs. W. C. Holland; Carrie Bull;
Gladys Burl. Mrs. B. C. Jones; Emma Burton; Minnie Butler, Mrs. M.
M. Albright, Jr.; Adele Carter, Mrs.
J. G. Brown; Edwina Carwile, Mrs. H.
P. Montgomery; Lilly A. Chamblin;
Stella Chaney; Annie B. Cheatham;
Francos Louise Clark, Mrs. Roy W.
Sexton; Elizabeth R. Clarke; Lena
Cohen. Mrs. M. A. Jacobson. Aline
Cole. Mrs. George B. Engleby; M.
Alice Coleman, Mrs. Alice Coleman
Bethel; Elizabeth Lee Cookc; Elizabeth B. Cooper; Mildred Cooper;
Mabel Cutts. Mrs. Clarence Herndon,
Mary B. Daniel, Mrs. Randolph
Jones; Mary Emily Davis, Mrs. J. E.
Kelly; Sallie Davis. Mrs. P. K. Dagger; Anna L. Derr; Zozo Dixon. Mrs.
King H. Mustard; Anne Doughty.
Mrs. William E. Baylor; Miss Rebecca Driskill. Mrs. Herbert O. Butler;
Alma Irene Drummond; Lula Duncan, Mrs. Lula D. Moir; Naomi Duncan, Mrs. George W. Morris; Zulicme
Duval, Mrs. A. F. Harris; Abbye May
Edwards; Ruth Edwards, Mrs. John
R. Tucker; Annie Ray Farrar; Tena
Ferguson; Katherine Field, Mrs. J.
B. Campbell; Martha Fitzgerald. Mrs.
F. V. Long; Mamie Edna Fletcher;
Mildred C. Flournoy. Mrs. William F.
Woodson; Daisy Foster, Thelma A.
Fowlkes; Susie Fulks; Mrs. Edwin
Williams; Virgie Lee Fuller; Frances
A. Gannaway. Mrs. Win. Arthur
Moon; Alice Winifred Garner. Mrs.
Montrose Graham; Annie Gill, Mrs.
T. B. Trevvett; Lillian Gilliam; Daisy
Rose Goodman; Elizabeth Green;
Maud Grigsby; Florence Grumiaux,
Mrs. H. B. Byeit; Willie Guthrie. Mrs.
George W. Long; Sara Gwaltney;
Ruth Hankins. Mrs. Neale Stacy; Virginia Harden; Mary Harding; Wanda
Harkrader; Olive Harris; Mrs. William Kydd; Rille Harris; Willie Harris; Isabelle W. Harrison; Nannie
Harwood; Mrs. Nannie Disharoon;
Continued on page 4

AUTHORITIES REPORT
INC RE A SEI) ENROLLMENT
Gross receipts of the Harveford
skating pond this winter have reached $2700. The alumni secretary stated that these receipts were very satisfactory* the income from the pond
being already nearly double that obtained last year during the whole season.
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Changes of Address Dr. Smithey Speaker
of Former Students Of Evening Program
r
Difficult to Keep Continued from page one
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Notices of Many
Chinese Drama
Differs From Others Marriages Reach
Alumnae Office
Chinese drama is different in all

its essentials from the product of the
American theatres. The realism of
ment has been due to him.
Continued from page three
the
American
and
European
stage,
Continued from page three
The theme of Dr. Smithey's ad- '
the absolute reproduction on the
Susan F'eld Brown, Mrs. J. W.
dress was 'The Teacher in the Modscreen
have
not
the
slightest
counGraham,
Jr., Pocahontas. Va.
ern School". He emphasized the fact
Elizabeth Haskins; Elizabeth Hal
terpart
in
anything
on
the
Chinese
Mildred Browning. Mrs. R. L.
that we are living in a new age. difer: Mrs. H. Winn Sadler: Elizabeth
stage. There is nothing at all in this Rogers. Orange. Va.
ferent from any ever known. The
Hawthorne; Nellie Heath: Mrs. John
country with which it ca.i be comMay Joy Burch. Mrs. C. P. M. Shefnew economic and social factors of
P. Walker: Janet Hedgepeth. Mrs. today have brought about a second
pared.
fey, Wembo Nyama. Africa.
W. H. Jones: Bessie May Hitchii.
Martha Chapin, Mrs. C. M. AddiIn the Chinese play, everything
industrial revolution. The old order
Lillian Grace Hodges- Mary Elizahappens in the glorious land of make- son. 5510 Huntington Ave., Newport
has given way. A new type of indibeth BOdges; Bessana Hottel. Mrs. J.
believe. Everything is symbolic; every News, Va.
vidual must be produced to take the
Alvin Vaughan: Miss Gladys Jeanmove, every gesture of the hands is
Virginia Christopher, Mrs. J. J.
responsibility of the new order, and
nette Huband: Carrie Hudgins. Mrs.
highly
conventionalized
and
done
acMercer.
Jr., Hardings. Va.
it is to the school that people are
L
James W. King: Mary Ellen Hudgins,
cording to the ancient tradition of
Kerah Cole. Mrs. J. F. Proctor. 3213
looking to train boys and girls, to de
Mrs. Oscar Hudgins; Ruth D:
Brook Road. Richmond, Va.
the land.
velop the spirti of youth and engage
Hudgins. Mrs. Wallace Duncan Ki
Elizabeth Crute. Mrs. J. H. Goode.
in activities "that enlarge the spirit
In direct contrast to the American
Madue Humphries; Florence Hurt.
r.,
Alexandria, Va.
xj
and satisfy the soul."
Training for
stage, when the curtain opens, all the
Mrs. J. T. Fulwiler; Dora F. Jett;
Mrs. Bessie Beazley Carter. Mrs. A.
leisure is most important. Leisure is a ; Head of Home, who helped so much properties, all the music, even the
Olive Johnson. Mrs. F. A. Turner:
H. Bell. Stockton, Calif.
to make Founders Day a sucecss.
result of the new mass production.
prompter
for
the
players—all
the;;e
Amelie Jones; Lillian B. Jones; Lula
Margaret Davis, Mrs. J. W. ChrisThe school is attempting to train
are already on the stage. The properM. Jones. Mrs. J. T. Worsham; Helen
tiansen.
Hilton Village. Va.
people in avocational activities, the MAX) ALUMNAE
ty man. as announced by the Chorus
Jordan. Mrs. R. H. Cabell. Jr.: Leona
RETURN
SATURDAY
Elizabeth H. Elmore, Mrs. E. C.
best solution of the problem, a chalbefore hand, is to the eyes of the auJordan. Mrs. T. C. Pegram: Emma
Feild. Lawrenceville. Va.
lenge to teachers.
dience
distinctly
Invisible,
as
he
adKing. Mrs H. H. Edwards; Margaret
The following alumnae returned
Lillian East. Mrs. S. L. Hayden,
Dr. Smithey. in outlining the perjusts the robe of His Celestial Majesty
Kite. Mrs. Charles Sims; Sadie J.
for Founders Day:
Chatham,
Va.
,e
sonality of teachers, placed character
the Emporer. or flecks away a bit of
Kobre; Nellie Layne. Mrs. P. F. LeAnnie Lee Barksdale
Emily
P.
Gary.
Mrs.
W.
G.
Robinand ability first.
He stated chat
dust from a chair.
Fevre; Ashley Leckey; Devorah Levy;
Eunice Bassett
teaching is a technical thing and peoNothing is represented as it really son. Louisville. Ky.
Delia Lewis. Mrs. William Hundley:
Fannie Berkley
ple should come and remain in the
Madeline Gary. Mrs. W. H. Brown.
is. The tossing of flakes of paper into
Ellen Lindsay; Charlotte Littlepage;
Elizabeth Bowers
profession. He discussed as two im326
1-2 Cedar St.. Suffolk. Va.
the air by the property man in full
Mary J. Lloyd. Mrs. Harris; Richie
Annie Lee Bowden
portant requisites of teaching:
1.
Nancy
B. Gayle. Mrs. C. H. Mose- n
view of the audience creates a snowMcCraw; Bessie McGeorge. Mrs. A.
Harriett Brown
Preparation in a technical way. There
storm. A man playing the part of a ley. South Hill. Va.
P. Gathay; Carrie McGeorge. Mrs. M.
Isabel Brown
is need of professional skill and techClaudia Gilchrist. Mrs. Harry Mcgeneral who ascends a hill to review
C. Burke: Lottie McKinney, Mrs. LeKathryn Bullynique but. also, teachers must be exLemore,
1429 Washington Ave... Mia batttel. clmbs to a chair or a table.
ander Cash; Elvira Maclin. Mrs. A. N. ■
Louise Bunch
ami.
Fla.
perimenters and engage in research
He does the same when crossing a
Cocks. Jr.; Mary Macon, Mrs. M. B.
Florence Carmine
endeavors to stimulate youth to the
Helen J. Glenn. Mrs. Joseph Young
mountain. When a player dies on the
Lovelace; Mildred Marshall; Lucille
Mrs. Hazel Clark
end that they will be fit social beProspect,
Va.
stage, as soon as his soul is released,
Martin; Annie Mason; Margaret |
Mrs. Chenery
ings. "We live in a complex civBetty
Green.
Mrs. S. D. Craig. 1827
he jumps and runs off stage, or the
Matthews; Alma Maynard. Mrs. Har- ]
Marjorie Codd
ilization", said Dr. Smithey. "and
Berkley
Ave..
Petersburg,
Va.
2
property man brings a ladder for
ry Redmond; Maude Mays, Mrs.]
Elsie Clements
the problem is to cause children to
Emma Hester, Mrs. T. C. Humhim to climb up to heaven.
Hugh H. Rhodes; Frances O. Meach- |
Eleanor Currin
learn." 2. A cultural and chastened
phries. Clarksville, Va.
am; Pauline C. Meeder; Jessie Miller, |
Mrs. George Dillard
Spirits are quite common on the
spirit. Dr. Smithey stated that the
Gladys Virginia Herndon. Mrs. R
Mrs. R. T. Montgomery; Susie Min- j
Pearl Etheridge
the Chinese stage. They usually apbest teaching is still done by exI. Thomas, Concord. Va.
j
ton. Mrs. Arthur M. Reynolds; Mary
Mary Gallup
pear above the .stage at the back,
ample as well as by precept. The story
Edith Harrell, Mrs. McCarthy, New
Sue Moore. Mrs. J. J. Beaman; MilMary Finch
for the purpose of warning or guiding
of the great Stone Face has been a
York.
dred Moore; Polly Moore: Willie
Alma Grafton
the earth-bound mortals. Worship of
great challenge and is of particular
Jacqueline Irby, Mrs. R. B. Jones, t
Moore; Maybelle Maud Moran. Mrs.
Amanda Gray
the ancestors is essential. Posession of
importance in this age. If the school
Bernice Johnson, Mrs. H. B. Sykes.
Edward F. Price; Nellie Moreland,
Mable Gloseclose
well known ancestral tablets is the
is to stimulate children it must do
2000
W. Grace St.. Richmond. Va.
Mrs. S. C. Slaven; Katherine Morris.
Eugenia Harris
social background in the plays.
it through teachers of personality
Iola
Johnson, Mrs. F. C. Maloney.
Mrs. A. S. Anderson; Dora Roberta
Lilla Hancock
Extreme formality is the outstandand spirituality.
Jr.. Solt Apt.. Hopewell. Va.
t
Mosley; Betty Moses; Aleen Mundy:
Otelia Harvey
ing characteristics of the old. traIn closing Dr. Smithey paid tribEsther
Kline.
Mrs.
A.
L.
Clabaugh.
Annie Murray; Florence Nairne. Mrs.
Kitty Hatch
ditional, spectacular plays.
Freute to our school by saying that culT. H. Bailey, Jr.; Lila Newsom. Mrs.
Laura Holmes
quently used adjectives are: celestial, 2625 Jelferson Ave.. Knoxville, Tenn. }
ture and refinement are our contriFrances McKan, Brs. F. D Adams.
Donald Hayselden; Ida Noveck; Mae
Mildred Holmes
august, most worthy, divine,
and
bution. Today when modern vouth
Ellensburg,
Wash.
I
Northern. Mrs. John Henry Pearson:
Virginia Hunter
beautiful.
Notwithstanding this
seems to be lured when technique and
Patience Moore. Mrs. J. M. Britt.
Bessie Nulton. Mrs. J. B. Nollman;
Elizabeth Hurt
formal stillness, there is a delicateprocedure have failed the solution is
Boykins.
Va.
.
Charlotte O' Neal. Mrs. J. H. Rosser;
• Continued on page 5)
Contlnued on last page
—to so enlarge the personality of the
Vera
E.
McNamee.
Mrs.
A.
W.
KinEva Orr: Bertie Parsons, Mrs. F. T.
teachers that she can guide. A teachsey. Perth Amboy. N. J.
Taylor: Mary Paulett. Mrs. R. D.
er must be a stimulating person,
Bertha Owen, Mrs. W. C. MarshJones; Annie Payne; Clara Pearson.
educated to the fine things of life. If
all.
513 Moore St., Bristol. Va.
Mrs. Durham; Dorothy Pierce; Mary
teachers are to be dynamic in stimuLucy
Parsons. Mrs. A. C. Gilliam.
Pierce. Mrs. E. F. Watson; Emma
lating modern youth they must be -i
Yale, Va.
Pittard; Aileen Poole. Mrs. T. H. part of it.
Blanche Price. Mrs. A. C. Paulett.
McGinnes: Lucy Powell, Mrs. J. A.
Dr. Jarman. in characteristic manFarmville,
Va.
Wyatt; Rosa Puckett; Mildred Ragsner expressed his appreciation of the
Alice
Mae
Presson. Mrs. F. W
dale, Mrs. David A. Jackson; Marsplendid success of this Founders
Cobb,
7007
Ninth
St., Washington. D.
garet Rawles; Mrs. F. W. Reebals;
Day, and reported the financial reC.
Mary Elizabeth Redd; Ethel Reyn- sult of the day.
Bessie Meade Riddle. Mrs. A. L.
olds. Mrs. John E. White; Emma
The program was concluded by two
Tynes.
Jr.. Army Hospital. San AnRichardson. Mrs. John Geddy; Nelselections "Worship" and "The Lost
tonio.
Texas.
lie Richardson; Mrs. A. G. Rogers: Chord" by the Choral Club.
Lucy Elizabeth Rose. Mrs. Thweatt
Annie Elizabeth Rives; Alice Roberts;
Following the lecture the Senior reZehmer.
McKenney, Va.
Mrs. Alice Roberts Jones; Alma Robception for alumni and guests was
Bess
Rush.
Mrs. G. W. Jewesaon.
ertson; Josephine Rollins. Mrs. Wilheld in the Student Building lounge.
Mary
Rives
Richardson, Mrs. E. P.
liam Leitch; S. Jayne Rucker; LinLancaster, Guntur. India.
da St. Clair: Mamie St. John; Lydia
HOST
OS
MALE
CHOIR
Mary Christine Reid. Mrs. Fred
Mae Bchlosser; Beulah Sedwlck, Mrs.
PROGRAM
RENDERED
Bechdolt.
E. D. Raines; Ruby Sibley; F. MarKathleen L. Sanford, Mrs. W. T.
garet Shaw. Mrs. M. S. Royall; RaContinued from page one
Harrison.
Jarratt, Va.
chel Shepherd, Mrs. W. O. Payne;
Elizabeth
M. Sawyer, Mrs. R. L.
Lily Smith. Mrs. W. W. Martin; Mae
Miss DesRosiers and the chair
Walker,
Jr..
932
Harrington Ave..
Ernestine Smith; Rosa Smith; LuCantique d'Amour
Liszt
Norfolk,
Va.
cille H. South, Mrs. Merriweather Etude
Chopin
Alma Smith, Mrs. J. T. Walker. Jr.
Goodman; Cora Spain, Mrs. J. A. Malaguena
Lecuonat
101
W. Ovevbrook Road. Richmond.
Meade; Mary M. Stephens. Mrs. J. H.
Mr. Boardman
Va.
Sherman; Mildred Stokes; Mary
Intermission
Frances M. Smith, Mrs. A. W.
Swain. Mrs, A. C. Shepherd Mary
Trial by Jury—An operetta in one
Greene, Ahoskie. N. C.
Thelma Thomas; Lena Hazel Thompact written by W. S. Gilbert and comMary Squire, Mrs. E. M Wrenn,
son. Mrs. Huey; Lillian Trotter. Mr. posed by Sir Arthur Sullivan.
Emporia.
Va.
C. G. Bradley; Julia Turnbull; MarCharacters
Doris Steere. Mrs. R. W. Harwell,
tha Turner. Mrs. W. L. Cooke; Anna
The Judge—Rober Hetnry. H. Whit129 Marshall St., Petersburg, Va.
Vries Anne Walker; Elizabeth Walkfield Laite
Julia Stover, Mrs. M. W. Carup: Margaret Wallace: Dorothea The Plaintiff
Miss DesRosiers!
others.
Tampa, Fla.
Ward, Mrs. J. A. Hudgins; Ruth JThe Defendant
Mr. Isherwood
Evelyn V. Thompson. Mrs. L. A.
Ward Margaret E. Watkms; Louise Counsel
Mr. Simonds
Law. Alberta, Va.
Watts; Margaret Webb; Grace Wells; Usher
Mr. Nichols
Clotilde Waddell. Mrs. Robert B.
Jeannette White. Mrs. J. C. MoreThe Jury—Messrs. Conley. Bentley.
Hiden.
Stockbridge, Mass.
head; Mary Ellen White; Mary Dud- Salmons, Daniels, Dundon, D'AlesanThelma Williams, Mrs. J. D. Ferley Williams; Lillian Wilson; Helen dro, Mugler.
guson. 206 Mt. Vernon Ave., DanWimbish. Mrs. A. W. Hawley; Nora
The scene is laid in an English
ville, Va.
Wingfleld. Mrs. W. N. Sebrell; Lu- Court of Justice, the ocasion being an
Virginia Wilson. Mrs. E. M. Mason.
cille Wood; Lucille B. Woodson. Mrs. action brought by Angelina against
109
Williams St.. Hopewell. Va.
B. E. Nicholson; Harriett Woolridge. Edwin for breach of promise to marPhyllis Wood. Mrs. A. B. Sims.
Mrs. T. C. Zehmer, Jr.: Brend.i ry. The story is quickly told in typi1607 Rivermont Ave.. Lynchburg
Wright: Fannie B. Wright; Bonnie cal Gilbertian style and the case is
Va.
Wygal. Mrs. S. V. Gibson: Letitia amicably settled to the evident satThe
ever
(raiding
spirit—that
leads
on
the
women
of
today.
Miss Ida L. Wright, Mrs. F. B. EbWynne; Margaret Zernow.
isfaction of all concerned.
She stands in our Colonnade.
erweine, Bennetts Creek. Va
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Loulie Mlllner spent the week-end
t her home In Lynchburg.
Hanna Crawley had as her two
uests at Cumberland this week-end
velyn Stephenson and Harriet
ranch.
Doorthy Goodloe was the guest oi
BArs. Warren Claud of Charlottesville
his week-end.
Elsie Burgess was at her home in
llorfolk this week-end.
Ruth Peery was in Richmond this
•reek-end with her sister and brothr-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. John R. Bog;ers of Tazewell, Va.
Martha Walter was in Richmond
his week-end.
Cornelia Quarles spent the weeknd at her home in Staunton.
Dorothy Ritchie was at her home
n Petersburg this week-end.
Mary Arthur Billups was in Norolk this week-end.
Mary Brightwell and Ella Sims
Klore visited the sister of the latter,
rliss Frances Clore in Charlottesville
his week-end.
Nancy DeBerry was in Portsmouth
|it her home this week-end.
Clara Giles spent the week-end at
her home in Clifton Forge.
Charlotte Hutchins was in PortsBnouth this week-end.
Martha Sanders was at her home
n Richmond this week-end.
Fannie Mae Colonna spent the
Iveek-end in Norfolk.
Harriet Branch was in Norfok
riday to attend the wedding of her
lousin.
A blaze of light evening gowns in
nyriads of shades, tuxedoes, lonely
jirls, strains from an orchestra—red
ulips on snowy white tablecloths—
his was the dining room on Saturday
•vening.
Since Dr. Jarman, the administra,ive officers and the faculty were
jresent to help enjoy the dinner that
vas so well planned by Mrs. Jamison
md Mrs. Shelton, the students felt
hat the day was nearing a perfect
:lose.
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(Continued from page 4)
Mrs. G. B. Graham
Catherine Kemp
Lucille Logan
Bettie LeCato
Mary Ledford
Alice Michael
Mary Lucy Boswell Montague
Varsenic Mooshy
Virginia Old
Ruby Paulette Omohunro
Katie Parker
Josephine Peters
Ellen Pegram
Virginia Pegram
Dorris Pillow
Phyllis P. Pedigo
Annie Pollard
Katie Porter
Carolyn Roberts
Helen Robertson
Elizabeth Rawls
Rebecca Savedge
Mrs. Showen
Zaidee Smith
Mrs. Tuggle
Virgie Whitfleld
Virginia Wilkins
Linda Wilkinson
Eleanor Wade
Jean Wade

Sr:

S. T. C. recreational center which was the scene of the Alumnae Luncheon last Saturday

KAPPA DELTA PI
STRING QUARTET
ALUMNAE LUNCHEON
INITIATES NEW MEMBERS GAVE CHAPEL PROGRAM
SERVED AT LONGWOOD
OI\ FEHRIARY 28
IN BUFFET STYLE
Longwood. our hospitable school
recreational center, was the scene of
the most beautiful alumnae luncheon
of many years. The atmosphere was
one of true hospitality and friendship.
The guests, 110 alumnae ,and
friends, were shown the lovely home,
and as they gathered in the drawing
rooms with large fires, they were
served a course lucheon in buffet
style by local alumnae and college
girls.

As special guests, the alumnae had
Dr. Jarman. Dr. and Mrs. Smithey
and Mrs. Graham. Several of the
honorary members Including Miss
Coulling, Mr. and Mrs. Grainger,
HNNUAL ALUMNAE
as well as other faculty members
BUSINESS MEETING
were present.
Continued from page one

MANY ALUMNAE
RETURN SATURDAY

LONGWOOI)

SOCIAL

A vote of appreciation Is extended
to the local chapter of Farmville aliion. it was voted that the Normal umnae, which acted as a transportaleague Committee together with an tion committee under the direction
ilumna representative suggest and of Miss Louise Richardson.
>end to each local chapter a plan for
naking and collecting loans made.
Ml plans now in operation seem in- 'DOES UNCLE SAM
idequate in the securing of prompt
NEED A }YIFE?"
ind full payments.
Dr. Jarman, treasurer, made the
The Debate Club held its regular
following
Cunningham
Memorial
i^und report for June 28, 1907-Febru- meeting on February 26, at 7 o'clock
in the Y. W. reception room.
ary 28, 1931:
At this meeting a feature of novel
Amount received from Miss Ruby
interest was discussed. In the near
, Venable. treasurer. June
28,
1907
$1128.53 future interclass debates will be given
in the same way chat interclass athAccrued interest to November 3,
1909
37.19 letic games are played. There will be
btftl
28.82 a cup bearing the colors of the victor
sister classes.
The subject to be
Amount received from Alumnae Asdebated
is,
"Resolved.
That Uncle
sociation
405.65
Same
Needs
a
Wife."
interest on loans
942.96
Students notes held February 28,
1931
2050.40
Balance on hand as of February 28,
1931
2543.15
Mrs. Coyner reported S248.15 for
the Morrison Memorial Fund, and
Mrs. Chenery. chairman of the committee reported plans completed for
the presentation of the books already
bought for the Morrison Memorial to
rto the College at the evening meeting.
j Miss Carrie B. Taliaferro reported
.work being carried forward on the
^Association Bulletin and on the making of classification cards for 4000
'alumnae by classes and probably by
'geographical areas also.
* Miss Mary Clay Hiner's motion was
carried that the Association set aside
jannually a contribution to the Cunningham Memorial Fund, the amount
*|to be decided by the executive com.mittee.
i The nominating committee made
ithe following report from ballots cast.
President: Miss Carrie B. Taliaferro
(
i Director: Lucille Graves.
Nominating Committee: Miss Paulone Camper. Miss Louise McCormick.
jand Mrs. D. E. Davidson.
! The meeting was adjourned until
.March 1932.

The Brat' Proved
A Big Success on
Tuesday Even g

The string quartet, composed of
The banquet hall of the tea room Mi5S purd0m. Mildred Steere, Prof.
was the scene of a broadcast Tues- j Reynolds, of Hampden-Sydney, and
day evening, February 24. when the, Jim Grainger, again favored the
local chapter of Kappa Delta Pi en-1 students and faculty with several
selections in chapel Saturday morntertained the new members of the
Continued from page one
ing. Each program they give adds
chapter and the faculty members
to the desire of the "listeners" for
from other chapters. Dr. Jarman and
dents and people of Farmville showed
another like it. They played :
Miss Jennie Tabb. honorary members
that the work and talent of the charMarch Militaire. Schaubert.
of Beta Epsilon chapter, were also
The
Shepherd's Dance, Edward Ger- acters was fully appreciated.
present.
Woman's Club must sponsor another
man.
play.
After a delightful supper Carolyn
Cogbill turned on the radio and the
What ha\e we here? The students
voice of Eleanor Davis announced of Agnes Scott College have asked for ;
that we were listening to station the privileges to be allowed to smoke ]
STC and short-wave station KDP. and to have a formal dance each
A radio program followed, given by week. Good luck! We bet that they
the initiates of the chapter—seven in will have a merry time making the |
Stationery, Blank Rooks and
all. Susie Floyd presented a delight- change.
School Supplies
ful summary of the merits of "My
Cigars,
cigarettes and soda
Book", while Bessie Lynch entertainWe would like to hear some news
Main Street
ed with an original poem entitler about our military ball, and when it
"Mr. Strick's Saturday morning will take place.
FARMVILLE
VIRGINIA
Broadcast." We consider it quite genFROM THE BOTTOM
erous and unusual for Miss Lynch
OF OUR HEART
to advertise another station. Easter
Souders sang a little ditty (original)
Wc would like to have jour orden
—"Dr. Jarman's Cigar"; Miss Carrie I
—for—
B. Taliaferro described "Miss Jennie's |
Bark", remarking that "truly a regisDRUGS. STATIONERY, BEAUTY
trar leads a dog's life;" Louise WoodPREPARATIONS
son, with apologies to Poe read an or- Piano, vocal, violin, theory, harmony.
iginal poem, "Bells"—rising bells,
dumb bells, belles, etc; Miss Mary
aesthetics, etc.
Clay Hiner, having been asked to be
Farmville, Virginia
as funny as possible in a minute and REASONABLE TUITION RATES Phone 17
Next to Baldwin ■
a half read a poem entitled T Wouldn't If I Could;" Sara Hubard's ad»••
vertisement of "The Grade Company" "from nice fat red A's to slim
blue F's"—was the appropriate finish to the program. The station signed off with the reminder that "STC
products are always the best."

C. E. CHAPPELL
COMPANY

SCHEMMEL

Conservatory of Music

Canada Drug Co.
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THE COLONNADE

FARMVILLE

VIRGINIA

WHERE QUALITY
MEETS PRICE

L

Farmville's
Best Department Store
■■«-»•»

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
Now On At

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE
Rack No. 1, your choice of our $4 to $6
Dresses, all sizes. Close out price
Rack No. 2. Your choice of any $19.75
dress in store for
Wrap Around Turbans
Just received new spring
dresses. Charge if you wish

$5.95

J'lIE ROTUNDA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 1931

FARMVILLE DEFEATS HARRISONBURG S. T. C.
IN A THRILLING GAME THURSDAY NIGHT

Southside DrugStore
Direct Eastman Kodak Afeney

SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS
VICTORS IN CLASS (JAMES

Willa: "Do you file your nails?"
Milla: "No, I cuts 'em and throws
'em away."
Household Helps
We clean your dirty kids for a
quarter.—Ad in the Elmira <N. Y.)
Advertiser.
Mother: "Willie, the canary has
gone."
Willie: "But. mummy, it was there
just now when I was trying to clean
its cage with the vacuum cleaner."
It Gets the Breaks
Sam McClure says the nicest things
about a clap pipe in that if you don't
drop it on a brick sidewalk you do
not have to stoop to pick it up.
No matter how you move it writing paper remains stationery.
"Let's do something unusual this
homecoming."
"All right, let's see the first half
of the football game and go to the
dance before intermission."
I had a girl named Nina,
Her father's name was Klok
So every time I had a date,
It was for Nina Klock.

S. T. ('. "PICK-UPS" DEFEAT
ALUMNAE SATURDAY

The game on Thursday afternoon
between S. T. C. and her sister college 'Harrisonburg' proved to be the
Perhaps the faculty meeting was fastest, closest and most exciting
One of the most exciting and unua little disturbed Tuesday, March 3, game of the season. The defeat of sual games of the season was played
by the loud cheering from the gym. Harrisonburg by a score of 27-19 in the gym Saturday morning when
e cheers were caused by nothing i ended for Farmville a most sUcess. a "pick up" S. T. C. team defeated
less than the class basketball games. ful season of basketball.
an Alumnae team with a score of
'* and White and Green and White
Much propaganda had been spread 16-10.
tin. Each was struggling toiabout the mighty Harrisonbim, t,am.
Cleo Quisenberry gained ehe first
make its color victorious.
tip-off.
and Alma Foster quickly
! and rightfully so, but our own S. T.
The first game which was one of ! C. varsity seemed to be one too many passed the ball to the S. T. C. forthe fastest of the season was played for the valley girls, who, although wards, but the alumnae guards soon
between the Sophomores and Fresh- they played a hard clean game were had the ball and passed it back to
men and both teams did some "swell" led in the end to defeat.
the center. The alumnae center
playing. We can't pass over the game
A large majortiy of the student passed the ball to her forwards, who
without mentioning the fine spirit body and many members of the fa- were none other than Miss Her and
as well as fine playing which was culty witnessed the game.
Cheers Miss Hatchett. The audience was
shown by the Freshmen. They cer- and yells between halves and quarters
very much amused when the umpire,
tainly proved true to the old Red were led by Ida Trolan and the true
Miss Frances Edwards, called a perand White. However at the sound spirit of S. T. C. echoed and re-echosonal foul on Miss Her for over(if the final whistle the score stood ed throughout the walls of our colguarding.
24-23 in favor of the Sophomores.
lege domain as the numerous specAfter the first quarter the alumNo sooner had the Fre.hman and
tators arose and sang. "All Hail nae team proved themselves to be
Sophomores disappeared from the
Alma Mater".
very versatile players, several changlynin floor than the Juniors and
Excellent team work and great ing positions on the floor. Due to
Seniors appeared. This game wasn't
speed were displayed throughout the the close guarding of Miss Hatchett,
as exciting as the previous one but
game on the part of both teams and the excellent intercepting of
it was just as hard fought. First the
which seemed to be very evenly Elizabeth Atwater, side center, in
Seniors would score then the Juniors..
matched.
the second and third quarters, the
It was impossible to tell which one,
During the first quarter of the S. T. C. team was able to score only
would be victorious. At the end of the
. if .w
,.„ was
..
- A in
;„ favor
»„„„„ of
nf game it seemed almost impossible for a few points.
Miss Her and Virginia
first. half
the score
o-4
...
„, . .. _ ,„„. . lf f.
either team to score but as time wore Perkins, as forwards in the third
the Seniors. During the last half the
"
T
*
u,
i.».j««
.!,„„
„„„
*„„
on
Harrisonburg
Juniors fought harder than ever for,
. scored the first quarter for the alumnae, gave the
.i
,j Red
r, J and
„j iirv,;.,*
„A „,K«„
thus
the old
White nand
when *v.«iPOint.
the f
, adding, pep and incentive S. T. C. guards a big surprise with
to our players who in turn scored. their bounce passes and quick shootfinal whistle blew the score stood
Smith and Snedegar then began to ing. In the last quarter, the play17-15 in favor of the Juniors.
display their real ability and at the ers again changed positions and
end of the first half the score stood Elizabeth Atwater exhibited some
12-8 in favor of Farmville.
excellent playing on guard, while
During the second half of the game
Miss Hatchett really "jumped" in
Harrisonburg aroused even more encenter, and with Miss Her, her side
thusiasm and the battle seemed much
center, they showed unusual playcloser than before. The spectactors
ing and excellent team work. Sue
MON
and Tues
Roeers stood tense as they# watched first one 'Cross
,_
_ ,.
MUIN. ana
iues. Buddv
rmaay nogeis
and....
Virginia Perkins
made
in "Along Came Youth." Girls, here team score, then the other, and won-

At the Eaco Theatre
Week of Mar 16 to 21

(Fresh Films)
Let Us Develop
TOUR FILMS
ONE DAY SERVICE
Complete Line GREETING CARDS
Jut One Block from Campus

Dressmaking
Dressmaking, Tailoring, Attirtaf and
Remodeling

Prices

reasonable.

Work guaranteed.
MRS. SCHWARTZ
S06 Pine Street.
FOR THE LATEST IN
Sheet Music. Costume Jewelry,
Watches, Watch Bracelets and
Musical Instruments
GOTO

Lynn's Jewelry Store
MAIN STREET

Gray's Drug Store

QUALITY—PRICE—SERVICE
is the boy friend in one of his ver, ^J^S ^*£EL££ mo« tied the score ** the alumnae,
best pictures. Sweet spirits of gay, was really ahead. The Harrisonburg
Alumrne team should be conCome in and Get Acquainted
Big: "Who's that Indian over irrepressable youth! Imagine Buddy forwards were especially quick but ^M^T^^SuZ
as a chef who doesn't know the dif- due to the close guarding of Coleman t'
! ° '
,
Playing.
there?"
as a cnei wno aoesn i Know tne an and an„*ave tUax, „. ,.. 'Mtk tn •„ They exhibtied unusual team work,
Souders they were unable to loChief: "My partner in the war feience between a doughnut and a
considering the fact that they had We're Glad to Have Tou With U§
dance."
never *»**
played "'
together *'<«■
before. ^
They
dash of salt. A penniless «*!«,|*™»~tSSSSL and sur- "~
aire takes society with a brokenBig: "Name, please?"
, had all the points of good basketball
Farmville. Virginia
down race horse and pocketbook—
Chief: "Tears-in-my-eyes."
players such as the llbili,y to um
'
i »and sweeps in the finish a winner it was noted that Neblett of Ham- technique
of play, and intelligence in
sonburg
succeeded
from
time
to
time
The hand that darns the socks is for the girl of his heart. The chaplay, A litle practice, and they would
usually the one that socks the hus- otic charmer cheats-a little—for,in fttinS the liP"oir flom ?"gory. be an excellent team
The game was greatly enjoyed by '
they were just about to marry the
is Headquarters for the Beat
band.
The S. T. C. girls played with
all who saw it.
When the whistle
% ^J^J^-JZ* " UtZmJttJZZ ** usua.^rorm and fast p,ay
bid love. Snappy cracks and happy
Oh, Doctor
SANDWICHES
spectators stood in great suspense with a steady determination to win.
"You remember when you cured smacks. He serves the ladies with
waiting to hear the final score, the Both teams showed good influence
—and—
my rheumatism a couple of years ago, romance and you will laugh. With
results of which caused shrieks and of Miss Iler's coaching.
Doc?" asked the patient, "and you Stuart Irwin, the inspired nit-wit,
The refree and umpire, Misses Dorcheers to reign in the gym.
DRINKS
told me that I should avoid damp- capping the comedy. Also Laurel &
othy
Snedegar and Frances Edwards
Miss Her and the entire varsity
ness?"
Hardy in "The Chiselers."
squad are to be heartily congratu- are to be congratulated on their ac"Yes, that's right," replied the
WEDNESDAY — "Girls Demand
, lated on their splendid record for curacy and keen ability in detecting
doctor approvingly.
Excitement," with Virginia Cherrill,
i this seaon. Their record is one that fouls and violations, and their quick"Well, I've come to ask you if I Chaplin's leading lady, and John
FARMVILLE!
ness in calling these.
I our college is proud to claim.
can take a bath?"
Wayne. What happens at a small
The line-up:
The line-up:
i
Alumnae
S. T. C.
college when the boys try to rid the' jonnston
R. F.
L. N. Smith
"Have you heard the last one about school of co-eds. A college picture Sullivan
!
Hatchett
L.
F.
Hunter
L. F.
Snedegar ;
the Scotchman?"
Her
R. P.
Yeaman
without a football game, but what: Neblett
J. C.
Gregory
"I hope so."
Woods
J. C.
Quisenberry
a basketball game between the boys R0iston
S. C.
Edwards
Farmville, Va.
j
Fleming
S.
C.
Foster
and girls! In the end the weaker Coyner
L. G.
Souders
"Ah! the pause that refreshes!" sex proves themselves the stronger
Cross
L. G.
Boggs
Farenholt
R. G.
Coleman
exclaimed Miss Foster when she saw by outwitting and almost outplaying
Atwater
R.
G.
Burger
Referee and umipre: Misses Powell
a comma in the freshman theme.
Subs.: Alumnae: Kelly. Perkins;
the bols. Collegiate in living up to and Fogg.
"Drugs and Drinks"
S. T. C: Fraser, Ritchie, Evans, Simthat grand old tradition—a neck for
Happy: "What you writing?"
a neck and a kiss for a kiss. Also will be adults 50c at nights and 35c son.
Evelyn Jones: "A joke."
Cartoon comedy.
DOWNTOWN SECTION
Happy: "Send him my love."
Rin-Tin-Tin in Chapter 4 of "The at matinees; children under 12, 25c CHINESE DRAMA IS
DIFFERENT FROM THE
Lone Defender." More exciting and to each show.
Frosh: "I want a pair of corduroy mystifying with each episode. The
ENGLISH
AND AMERICAN
SATURDAY — "Little Accident,"
pants."
acting of this dog is truly remark- with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
Clerk: "How long?"
(Continued from page 4)
able. Don't miss a chapter.
Frosh: "How long? I don't want to
Anita
Page.
When,
right
on
the
nesSi
a
lightne.Ss, a feeling of delightTHURS. and FRL—Lawrence Tibrent them -I want to buy them."
bett in "The Southerner," supported eve of his wedding, a young man ful "play-like" that is musical almost
The Convenient Store
by Cliff Edwards, Roland Young and learns that he has just become a entirely on the modern stage,
Dentist: "I'll give you gas and you
A K Zuckor an
Esther Ralston. Here is the most father, it isn't hard to imagine what
"
eminent critic of
won't feel it."
remarkable picture of the year. It hilarious consequences may follow. 2*2 !7' f"1*™1 * "!*
Patient: "Don't make me laugh!"
. ,.
'
the Elizabethan stage. He says also, FOR GOOD
has everything. He left his South- _
ern home to seek adventure— and He didn t want the baby till he saw "The make-believe of the Chinese
THINGS TO
INTERCOLLEGIATE
found his greatest thrill and ro- it, then he had to run away with It theatre is happily free from these devices
(imitation of the externalities
mance when he returned and fell in —in to the merriest melange of madEAT AND DRINK
The military ball is under way at love with his brother's wife. This cap situations that ever made a mil- of cyevy_ da* life) tnat deaden the
the Universty of Maryland. This is
imagination.
picture is a triumph for Tibbett, and lion people laugh with joy. Here's
II
the first announcement concerning the most human and lovahlp talkip
,
I* Jllit ,nis appeal to the fancy,
the event in the South; that is. this l^th^a^
a
G f laUght6r that
™ °
— *ttlng ^ 'motion P^V upon
year.
famous colored Ethiopian Etude keep Farmville in S°od humor for the words and scenes, interpreting
Chorus of 100 voices sing their great days after- Als0 Laurel and Hardy tnem as ll m'^- that makes the
charm of the plays of old China.
Authorities of most colleges report numbers. This picture is smashing Comedy and Fox News,
WILL FIX YOUR 8HOES
that they have experienced an in- records in all the big cities. It is a
One show each night at 8 o'clock
The University of Tucuman,
of
crease in enrollment over last yi
WHILE YOU WAIT
'
s.nsation. and Farmville gets it im-' Daily matinees at 4 p m
Buenos
Aires,
has
sent
an
expedition
These reports seem to show that in mediately after Richmond. Miss this'
spite of the talked of depression there and you will miss the greatest pic-' Admlssion- excePl Thursday and to the remote western regions of the
are more persons attending schools Hue of the South ever filmed. Also Fnday« adults 35c at nights and 25c bleak Bolivian plateau to study the
customs and dangauges of the last reBEST WORKMANSHIP
and universities than ever before.— Charlie Chase Comedy.
j at matinees; children wider 12, 25c
maining
remnants of the Uro-ChipMaroon and Oold.
Note: Prices for this production' to each show.
aya Indians.
AND LEATHER USED

Shannon's

Mclntosh Drug Store

C. F. Butcher & Co.

Electric Shoe Shop

